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the combined sweep of three blades, moving as one, would be
extremely powerful, and experiments have proved it. The
rowers were normally citizens drawn from the poorest class.
In an acute crisis slaves might be drafted in on promise of
earning their freedom. A coxswain shouted the orders to the
rowers, aided by a piper who gave time for the oar-beat; and
great precision was needed to give perfect unison in a choppy sea.
Athenian crews were more highly trained than those of other
states; and the tactics which in consequence they were able to
develop gave them a marked superiority in war.
The old-fashioned method had been to lay the ship alongside
the enemy and leave the boarding-party of marines to fight it
out on the deck. But with their power of manoeuvre, the more
skilful Athenian crews preferred not to grapple. They used to
circle round the vessel of their slower-moving enemy and ram
it in the rear; or, passing alongside and suddenly shipping their
own blades, crash through its oar-banks with devastating effect.
Here is the description of a sea-battle in which an Athenian
squadron defeated a much larger body of Peloponnesian ships.
'The Peloponnesians arranged their ships in a circle, turning
prows outwards and sterns inwards and leaving no possible inlet.
The Athenians ranged their vessels in a single line and sailed round
and round the enemy > driving him into a narrower and narrower
space, almost touching as they passed and leading his crews to
suppose that they were on the point of charging	When a breeze
sprang up, the Peloponnesian ships fell at once into confusion; ship
dashed against ship and they kept pushing one another with long
poles. There were cries of 'Keep clear!' and noisy abuse, so that
nothing could be heard of the word of command or of the coxswains
giving the time; and the difficulty which the inexperienced rowers
had in lifting their oars in a heavy sea made the vessels disobedient
to the helm. At this moment the Athenians charged and, after
sinking one of the admiral's ships, had very soon made havoc of
them all.'

